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Text S1. Detailed information of instruments equipped in the air monitoring laboratory 

In this study, a weather station (Met One Instruments Inc., USA) was equipped in the laboratory 

to measure meteorological parameters, including ambient relative humidity (RH), temperature 

(T), wind speed (WS) and wind direction (WD). Trace gases were recorded using a suite of 

automatic gas analyzers from Thermo Scientific, including O3 (model 49i), SO2 (model 43i), 

CO (model 48i), and NOx (model 42i). The chemical compositions of non-refractory particles 
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(NR-PM1) were measured by Aerodyne Quadrupole Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor (Q-

ACSM) equipped with a standard vaporizer. A perma pure nafion dryer was set up in front of 

the inlet of Q-ACSM to guarantee the RH below 30%. The instrument calibration was operated 

using pure ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulfate before and after the whole observation to 

determine the relative ionization efficency followed by the standard protocols (Ng et al., 2011).  

Figure S1. Time series and mass spectral profiles for PMF solution 

 

Figure S1. Time series (a) and mass spectral (b) profiles for the 2-factor PMF solution in PM1. 

Factor 1 and factor 2 represent POA and SOA, respectively. 
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Figure S2. Summary of key diagnostic plots of the Q-ACSM PMF results for 2-factor 

resolution 

 

Figure S2. Summary of key diagnostic plots of the Q-ACSM PMF results for 2-factor 

resolution: (a) Q/Qexp as a function of number of factors selected for PMF modeling. (b) the 

box and whiskers plot representing the distribution of OA scaled residuals for each m/z in 

selected mass spectra. (c) time series of the measured organic mass and the reconstructed OA 

mass (=POA+SOA). (d) time series of the residual diagnostics and Q/Qexp for each point in 

time. 
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Figure S3. Contribution of organics to total aerosol liquid water content (ALWC) 

 

Figure S3. The colored scatter points represent the mass fraction of ALWC contributed by 

organics to total ALWC versus the PM1 mass concentration, which was calculated by mean 

value of korg=0.06. The color bar represents the ambient RH. The black line with solid and 

hollow points represents the contribution of average ALWC contributed by organics in total 

ALWC, which was calculated using average real-time korg and fixded korg. 

Text S2. The unignorable contribution of organics to total ALWC 

In this study, the real-time korg was calculated as well with a wide range of f44, which was widely 

used to represent the atmospheric aging process of OA species (Ng et al., 2010;Canagaratna et 

al., 2015). In Figure S3, we considered the variation of real-time f44 and calculated the real-

time korg to compare the difference on the mass contribution of organics to total ALW between 

fixed korg and changing korg. korg= 0.06 used in this study was lower than the commonly used 

korg= 0.1 in other studies (Gysel et al., 2007a), but was comparable with the retrieved korg in 

Beijing varies in the range of 0.06-0.3 (Li et al., 2019;Jin et al., 2020). For fixed korg, the 

contribution of organics to ALW was ~12% on average during the observation and organics 
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contributed more on clean days (> 20%) than on polluted days (< 10%). In general, organics 

with higher f44 exhibit larger hygroscopicity (Jimenez et al., 2009;Rickards et al., 2013). 

Though, the less hygroscopic nature of organics compared to inorganics, the significant fraction 

of organics to total aerosol mass have impact on total ALW mass. When considering the 

variation of real-time korg of organics, organics contributed ~29% of the total ALW on average. 

Organics were capable to provide more than 30% and 20% of the total ALW mass on average 

during clean days and particulate pollution, respectively. It could be suggested that the increase 

of oxidation state of organics contributed the overall hygroscopicity of particles. Thus, the 

promoted hygroscopicity of particles under higher RH condition may increase the ALW mass 

and worse the air quality. Even though the ALW calculations are different based on several 

methods (e.g. hygroscopicity tandem differential mobility analyzer (H-TDMA) measurements, 

the aerosol PNSD under dry and ambient RH conditions, chemical composition closure 

methods using Zdanovskii-Stokes-Robinson (ZSR) mixing rule and thermal equilibrium 

models such as ISORROPIA II model) (Kreidenweis and Asa-Awuku, 2014;Gysel et al., 

2007b;Nguyen et al., 2016;Stanier et al., 2004), which may underestimate or overestimate the 

ALW contributed by organics (ALWorg), the mass fraction of ALWorg cannot be ignored 

irrespective of pollution level in winter Beijing.  

Figure S4. Mass fraction of NR-PM1 components 
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Figure S4. Mass fraction of NR-PM1 composition and nitrate to SIA were grouped by the mass 

concentration of NR-PM1. 

Figure S5. Variation of average mass fraction of PM1 components (NR- PM1 and ALW) 

with PM1 mass concentration 

 

Figure S5. Variation of average mass fraction of NR-PM1 and ALW with the PM1 mass concentration and 

the probability of PM1 mass concentration. The black line shows the probability of each PM1 mass 

concentration bin. 

Figure S6. Variation of organics components with PM1 mass concentration 

 

Figure S6. Variation of average mass fraction of POA and SOA with the increasing PM1 mass concentration.  

Text S3. Bulk phase viscosity of PM2.5 filter samples measured by Poke-and-flow 

experiments 

Poke-and-flow experiments were conducted to determine the semi-solid or solid phases (non-

liquid) of PM2.5 droplets during clean and polluted days at 293 ± 1 K (Gaikwad et al., 
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2022;Renbaum-Wolff et al., 2013). As indicated by black and red frame with dashed lines in 

Figure 1f, filter samples on Dec 29, 2020 represented the clean day and the others (Dec 21 and 

22, 2020 and Jan 1 and 2, 2021) represented the polluted days. Water-soluble species including 

inorganics and organics in the PM2.5 filter samples were extracted in purified water (18.2 

MΩ·cm, Millipore, USA). Then, the PM2.5 droplets were nebulized on a hydrophobic substrate 

(Hampton Research, Canada) by a nebulizer and kept in a RH-controlled flow-cell 

(MEINHARD®, Perkin Elmer, USA) for poke-and-flow experiments.  

The procedures of the poke-and-flow experiments have been detailed in previous studies 

(Renbaum-Wolff et al., 2013;Jeong et al., 2022;Maclean et al., 2021b;Maclean et al., 

2021a;Song et al., 2022). Briefly, the initial RH was set at ~100% so that droplets could reach 

equilibrium, and then the RH was reduced to ~40% at ~1% RH min-1. Then, the droplets were 

poked at ~40%, ~30%, ~20%, ~10%, or ~0% RH by a needle (Jung Rim Medical Industrial, 

South Korea) to find the RH at which the droplets started to crack. Before each poking, the 

droplets were equilibrated for ~1 h at the setpoint RH. Once particles were cracked, they were 

monitored for ~3 h to check the occurrence of any inflow and outflow using a CCD camera 

(Hamamatsu, C11440-42U30, Japan). If no flow was detected, the lower limit of viscosity was 

defined as ~108 Pa s (Grayson et al., 2015;Renbaum-Wolff et al., 2013;Song et al., 

2019;Maclean et al., 2021b), corresponding to a (semi)solid state. It should be note that ~108 

Pa s was the lower limit of viscosity measurement for these PM2.5 filter samples by Poke-and-

flow technique when no fluid was detected. Thus, (semi)solid, semisolid and liquid conditions 

were defined within the viscosity range of ~108 Pa s, ~108 Pa s to ~102 Pa s, and ~102 Pa s, 

respectively in this study. Although more precise values were not detected, we can still compare 

the particle rebound with viscosity range for these aerosols as shown in Figure S7 and Figure 

S8.  
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Figure S7. Comparison with online measured-particle rebound fraction and offline 

measured-viscosity by Poke-and-flow technique 

 

Figure S7. Averaged particle rebound fraction and ambient RH during filter sampling time for 

off-line viscosity measurement from clean to polluted days as reported in our previous study 

(Song et al., 2022). The black and red frames indicate clean day and polluted episodes, which 

are the same in Figure 1f. The viscosity results measured by Poke-and-flow technique are 

shown in the upper frame under certain ambient RH values (mean value of RH). Following our 

previous study, (semi)solid, semisolid, and liquid are defined as ~108 Pa s, ~108 - ~102 Pa s, 

and ~102 Pa s, respectively.  
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Figure S8. Correlation between particle rebound fraction and Poke-and-flow technique 

measurement for PM2.5 filter samples 

 

Figure S8. RH-dependent particle rebound fraction and viscosity range for PM2.5 filter samples 

during clean and polluted days as indicated in Figure 1f. In panel (f), the RH-dependent 

viscosity value was the same as our previous report (Song et al., 2022). In the rest panels, the 

colored blue bars indicate the corresponding RH ranges for the transition from (semi)solid to 

liquid based on Poke-and-flow technique. (semi)solid, semisolid, and liquid are defined as ~108 

Pa s, ~108 - ~102 Pa s, and ~102 Pa s, respectively. 

Text S4. Correlation between particle rebound fraction and Poke-and-flow technique 

measurement for PM2.5 filter samples 

In order to demonstrate the viscosity variation of phase transition from non-liquid to liquid for 

the investigated aerosols, we conducted the tests on particle rebound fraction of extracted PM2.5 

quartz-filter samples with known viscosity as reported above. We extracted these filter samples 

by the same protocols to get the water-soluble species followed by our previous study (Song et 
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al., 2022), and regenerated the aerosols by a commercial automizer. Subsequently, the 

monodisperse aerosols were selected and directly sampled by the three-arm impactor to capture 

the particle rebound behavior. The particle rebound fraction were measured at decreasing RH 

levels from 90% to 20% at intervals of 10 min for each RH point, which mimicked the drying 

process for the determination of (semi)solid and solid phase measurement using the Poke-and-

flow technique.  

Figure S8 illustrates the viscosity range with corresponding RH conditions in panel (f), while 

the rested panels showed the RH-dependent particle rebound fraction of these aerosols. As 

indicated by black and red frame with dashed lines in Figure 1f, filter samples on Dec 29, 2020 

represented the clean day and the others (Dec 21 and 22, 2020 and Jan 1 and 2, 2021) 

represented the polluted days. The blue bars indicate the corresponding RH range for 

(semi)solid to liquid phase transition, which was in the viscosity range of ~108 Pa s to ~102 Pa 

s. For filter samples on Dec 29, 2020, the ambient RH remained below 30% throughout the 

sampling period. We observed that particle rebound fraction was ~ 0.0 at RH = 70%, but 

steadily increased to ~1.0 as the RH decreased to ~45%. Based on the detected RH value of 

(semi)solid for clean days (~20%), these particles were expected in a more viscous non-liquid 

state with particle rebound fraction higher than 0.8. For the filter samples on polluted days, the 

increased rebound fraction along with decreasing RH aligned well with the detected RH range 

for (semi)solid to liquid transition, indicating that particle rebound fraction with higher values 

(> 0.8) were expected to indicate the semi-solid or solid state, and phase transition from non-

liquid to liquid could be directly inferred from the decreasing rebound fraction from >0.8 to ~ 

0.0. Although further detailed validation is still necessary to compare the two different 

techniques, both the online monitoring of particle rebound behavior during the campaign and 

the offline measurement of PM2.5 filter samples confirmed the consistent phase transition 

behavior during the polluted periods.  
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Figure S9. The variation of particle rebound fraction during changing RH from high to 

low conditions 

 

Figure S9. The variation of particle rebound fraction during changing RH from high to low 

conditions. Panel (a, b and c) were the same as those in Figure 1. Panel (d) was similar to Figure 

2d, but particles with lower rebound fraction and ALW/NR-PM1 < 5% were marked by E1, E2 

and E3 with the black arrow and the corresponding periods were indicated by pink shadow in 

the time series of filed campaign as well. 
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Figure S10. SOA/POA as a function of rebound fraction during daytime and nighttime 

 

Figure S10. The relationship between SOA/POA and particle rebound fraction f for phase 

transition during the daytime (06:00-18:00) and nighttime (18:00-06:00+1 d). The points are 

colored by ALW/NR-PM1 to represent the water uptake capacity of the particles. The NR-PM1 

mass concentration is indicated by the size of solid circles. 
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Figure S11. The hygroscopicity contributed by organics as a function of RH 

 

Figure S11. The hygroscopicity contributed by organics as a function of RH. The 

hygroscopicity of organics was calculated using real-time f44 measured by Q-ACSM. The color 

bar represents the NR-PM1 mass concentrations.  

Figure S12. Comparison of aerosol chemical composition, ambient conditions of RH and 

T, particle phase state and secondary transformation indicators of SIA and SOA for 

clean and polluted episodes 

 

Figure S12. Changes of aerosol chemical composition, RH and T (a), f and ALW/NR-PM1 (b), 

SOR and NOR (c), SOA/POA and f44 (d) for clean and polluted episodes (P1-P3). In panel (b), 

the box plots represent the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles of the corresponding 
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data. The solid and hollow triangle represents the mean value of the corresponding data for f 

and ALW/NR-PM1, respectively.  

Text S5. Case studies for polluted episodes during the field observation 

Three polluted episodes (P1-P3) and one clean episode were investigated according to aerosol 

chemical composition, ambient conditions of RH and T, particle phase state and secondary 

transformation indicators of SIA and SOA. Overall, the polluted episodes had higher RH and 

T levels than the clean episodes, which favored the accumulation of ALW and associated 

multiphase processes. The enhanced mass fractions of SIA increased the particle water uptake 

capacity, leading to the phase transition during polluted episodes. However, phase transition 

from non-liquid to liquid occurred in P2 and P3 with f = ~0.8-0.2 and ALW/NR-PM1>20% on 

average. These two polluted episodes had higher secondary transformation rates of SIA and 

SOA compared to the clean episode and P1 without phase transition, suggesting that phase 

transition may facilitate the secondary aerosol formation and the haze formation to a certain 

degree. It is therefore recommended that control strategies for gas pollutant emissions (e.g. SO2 

and NOx) be implemented to effectively reduce air pollution in China.  
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